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Summary This paper describes part of a research programme on energy
consumpbion in the Polish building sector. The work, carried out from 1980 to 1985,
aimed at developing methods for measuring air flows and their influence on heab
consumption in typical Polish dwelling houses. It began by establishing botlf
experimental and theoretical metþods bo determine air flows in buildings. The basic
measurements were done in a large number of buildings cha¡acteristic of the
products of the Poli¡h building industry and loç¿¿ed in Èhe Silesia region; both
slngle-family houring and eighteen-storey apartmonb blocks were considered. The
basic aims were to define air flow mechanismc and ectimate the influence of air flow
.on heat consumpbion. The results verified previous theor¡tlcal models. The paper
bçgins by presenting and comparing resulta of measuromqnts in exisüing buildings.
Theqretical methods are then preseni€d, including the llmllatíon of tightening
building s¡vglopes. The choice of ventilatíon syotomc with regard to ühe thermal
balance of buildings is dlscussed.

Air infiltration and ventilation in relation to thíln"r-"1
performance of dwelling houses in Poland

M. B. NANTKA, DSc

Fíg, 1, Types of buildìngs e*amined
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I Int¡oduction

As well as providing protecûion against the outdoor cli.
mete, buildings must be designed to maintain a comfort'
able and healthy indoor climabe. A simple and cogt.effective
way to roalise bhese requiremenls and ab the same time to
save onergy is to improve thermal insulation, tighten the
building envelope and decrease the air change rabe,

The New Polish Norm (n¡pu, 1983) docreased the required
À values of the various building componenüs by about
26-30?o. The thermal state of a buildins is characterised
by the average bhermal transmittance of the gross enclos,
ure area; å* values are calculated from the å values of Che
various walls and their areas. The rvp¡¡ encourages the
thermal ineulation of external walls; in Silesia the resulting
work has reduced heating reguirements by 10.157o in
many buildings.

By contrast with knowledge on thermal transmission, the
subjects of ventilation and airtightness were far less well
characterised before this work started. From the energy
conservation viewpoint, air infiltration and ventilation
must be minimised. However, some fresh air must be
supplied to a building to mainbain healthy, safe and com-
fortable conditions for the occupanls. Unfortunately, this
couflict is ignored in the Polish Norms. Recent fresh air
requirements have varied from 15 to 20 msih per person,
giving 120 to 150 m3/h for an apartment with cooking and
bath¡oom occupancy. In this case the air change raùe varies
between 0.5/h and about 2.0/h. The former is the minimum
value for an average living area per person of 10-15 m2 and
room height 2.8 rn1,2. This air change rate (0.5/h) corre-
sponds to the ventilation rate for lhe building as a whole,
even wíth periodic increases in exhaust air flow during
room occupancy. This quantity of air is usually supplied by
leakage in the building structure, since most houses are
venÈilated by natural or exhaust-mechanical ventilation
(Nv, EMv respectively).

On ,he basis of analysis of a large number of measure.
ments on different buildíngs that the simple 'limitation of
tightening' method and optimum choice of ventilation
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system can be elaboraüed. This method üakes ínto accouni
the inüoractíon beþween lhe thermal insulatíon of external
walls, the shape of the buildlng and naüural air flow
mechanisms. Some results are presenüod t¡elow.

2 Re¡ulte of mea¡uremcnta and c¡leulatíone

The work was done on about 200 butldings. (Some building
bypea are shown in Fig, 1). lVork included the debermina-

Air leak secüions of the building(windows, etc.) were measured b/
the under h ín selected roome ín
dwellings and in the laòoratory, More than 5,000 buildíng
elements were tested. For these low.pressurisation test'e ã
specially construcbed tube from bhe fans was useds'a.

_ In a large number of rooms (about 300) and single.family
houses (about 15) the 'blower door' method was used. The
blower door was mounted in the doorway with a rubber seal
around the existing door frarne. The door was fitted with a
regulated output fan; both ühe pressure difference and the
quantity of air from outside to inside ùhrough the wall
assembly were measured in rooms wiühout ventilaùion (ex-
haust orifices closed) and with ventilation in acùiona'5.
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Fig. 1 continued,-Types of buildings examíned.
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For the final year of the work air change rates were
measured by monitoring the decay in concentration of
sulphur hexafluoride (SFo) and carbon dioxide (COz). This
method has recently been adapted for use in the field. The
preliminary results confirmed agreement with pressurisa-
tion test results4.5.

For the determination of the thermal state of buildings the
A values for the various building components are necessary.
The thermal resistance of walls was determined from con-
binuous measurements of heat flow bhrough walls and tem-
perature differences between their interior and exberior
surfaces; these measurements were also useful in determin-
ing È- for the building as a whole. Temperature, humidity,
air velocity, etc. were measured simultaneously in selecûed
rooms, as were external conditions (weather). These results,
already reported elsewheres'6, show that there are random
fluctuations, especially in rooms (or flats) located in apart-
ment blocks with natural ventilation.

Theoretical models have been elaborated for the calcu-
lation of air and heat flows in buildings. Both t'he 'multi-
cell' and 'single-cell' methodsa'5 were used. All measure-
ments in existing houses verified these theoretical models,
bobh for air flow and heat balance.

The real air change rate and thermal state of the building
as a whole were determined from a large amount of data;
some results of these analyses for average winter condi-
tions are given in Table 1.

We shall now briefly discuss some results in terms of the
problems of correlating air flows (or air change rates) and
thermal insuìation of the building envelope.

2.1 Airtightness and øir change rates

Air leakage rates for building components can be presented
as a relation between the specific volume of air and pressure
difference (Fig. 2). The most important characteristic of a
building is the air flow coefficient for various sections such
as windows, doors, joints, etc. These coefficients are gener-
ally determined by air flow per unit lengbh of gap or per
unit area of building component. These values are: for
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Table 1. Description of bulldings tested and results of analysis.

Building
type*

Vol. above
ground (m3)

No. of
storeys

Gross Window D(m-t)
enclosure proportion
area (m3) of on¡ 9ol

¿(ms/mh)t at A,p :1 daPa
Windows Doors Floor-

wall
joints

h,*
(W/m2K) I

A(nv)

B(ruv)

C(Nv)

D(EMV)

526

2300

10 ó00

40 366

2

5

11

18

485

1 10õ

3200

6155

18.8

20.6

27.6

27.2

r.28

1.50

1.65

1.81

0.92

0.48

0.30

0.1õ

2.8

6.2

4.8

DNo.¡

6.4

12.6

15.1

r4.4

¿. I

3.1

1.9

Table I (continued).

Building
type* total wall air

leakage
through

windows (7o)

Proportion of n(|¡-t¡i ap(daPa) Venüilation heat loss Venbilation heat loss
V"lç qol

Total heat demand Tobal heat demand

A(nv)

B(uv)

C(Nv)

D(euv)

79.8

71.0

65.2

7 5.6

0.4-0.9

L.6-2.5

5.0-5.5

7.5-1õ.0

0.4

2.0

2.2

1.1

r0.6

49.2

60.9

68.7

18.7

61.8

73.4

71.6

*NV: Natural Ventilation, Evv: Exhaust-mechanical ventilation
tFrom measurements
f For average winter conditions; Outside temp. -4-*5"C, wind velocity 1,5-8.5 m/s
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$Using å- from meaurements
'l[Using À,- from New Polish Norms
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windows, about 2.8 m3/mh daPa0'70 in single-family
houses (sFI), and about 4.8-5.2 m3/mh daPao ?5 for apartment
blocks with prefabricated panels (us). For doors: About 6.4
m3/mh daPa0'65 (ss) and 12-15 m3/mh daPa0 ?0 (uu).

In apartment blocks the air flow coefficients for
floor-wall joints are similar to those for windows (Fig. 2).
For estimaLion of total air leakage rates the air flow
exponents are also important. The average pressure differ-
ences are 0.4-0.7 daPa (ss) and from 2.5 daPa to as high as
l0 daPa (vs). The flow exponent varies between 0.58 and
0.82. in buildings with natural ventilation (all su and some
ÀrH) the exponent is about 0.69-0.82, but in blocks with
mechanical ventilatioh (all the high-rise buildings) it is
about 0.58-0.70. For practical applications the exponent
may be taken as 0.65 to 0.75 (References 3,4,5).

The air leakage rate through a wall ä.ssembly can also be
ob¿ained by measuring the air leakage through components
that make up the wall. These measurementsa,s show that
windows (including window frame-wall joints) can be bhe
main contributors, accounting for as much as 607o of the
tolal air leakage. Next are floor-wall joints and window
sills, which can account for 20Vo and ISVo respectively.

Some results of measurements of the air change rabe in
single rooms and buildings are illustrated in Figs. B and 4
(by the 'blower door' and tracer gas methods). The air
change rate for the whole building in winter is 0.1-0.4 h-t

3

2

0

0 1 2 3 w, m/s
Fig. 3. Correlation of air change rate with wind speed. and.
temp e rature difference.

(su) and up to 2.2 h-t (us) with natural ventilation. In
b-uildings with exhausû-mechanical ventilation (uu only)
the air change rate varies between 0.8 h-I and 1.5 h-r.

mechanical venûilation is applied this quantity of air is
from *20 m3/h to *100 m3/h (air infiltralion oniy). In this
case, the air change rate without ventilation (if fans are
switched off and exhaust, orifices are closed) decreases by
about 80Vo-90Vo.

Finally, both the overall air leakage rate and total
ventilabion rate are functions not only of natural or
mechanical action, but also the size of the building, its
shape, location in the terrain and structure.

2.2 Energy consumption and uentilation heat losses

Total energy consumption varies between 30 and 45 IvIWh
per heating season for the single-family houses tested, and
is higher than 1,000 MWh per heating season (rvrH). Energy
for heating and ventilating buildings constitutes a subsban-
tial proportion of all consumption. Heat losses as the sum
of conduction and the heat flow due to the air infiltration
and ventilation constitute about 76-80Vo of a building's
energy balance. These heat losses may be characterised by
the average thermal transmittance of the gross enclosure
area (À.- values) and the air change rate per hour for the
whole building (n values).

The average å- values vary between 1.1-1.4 W/m2K (sH)
and 1.3-1.8 W/m2K (ruu). These data allow estimation of
the fraction of the heat loss which is due to ventilation
(Table 1). For buildings with natural ventilation this frac-
tion varies between Ij-I2Vo (ss) and 40-60Vo (rr¡H). In
blocks with exhaust-mechanical ventilation the fraction is
always higher than 60Vo.In general the heat consumption
ventilation processes in average winter conditions varies
from 10-25 MWh (s¡r) to as high as 450-750 MWh (rraH) per
heating season. This fraction is increased by additional
external wall insulation to 16-20Vo (ss) or even 7íVo (¡¡sl.

Finally, the ventilative heat losses are characterised both
ber
hct

of
6a
pressure difference of 5 daPa.

I
L.

e

ò
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c
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w, m/s
Fig. 4. Whole build,ing uentilation rate: charaeteristic døta.
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2.3 Theoretical study of air and heat flows
Airtightness and the type of ventilation installed are im-
portant both for the deùermination of air flows and for
energy consumption in buildings. In many countries the
fruits of several years' experience can now be observed,
both of testing buildinç, and also of air and heat flow simu-
lation?'8. The best analysis method is the digital computer
program based on air flow, pressure drop balance and
weather data for a reference year. These methods have been
used here; the constructional elements of buildings and also
parameters of ventilation systems were taken into
accounte. The large number of calculations, confirming the
results of measurements in existing buildings, provide
enough information to describe the heaù state of the build-
ing as a whole. The total heab demand can be expressed by
the function

8 : f G.^, a^, tuul I ror c,, c¿ (1)

where nu is the air change rate, a function only of the type of
ventilabion system, and Cr, Cz are the reference conditions.
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These conditions are determined by the geometric and con-
structional properties of buildings (Cr) and the forces
acting on the building envelope (Cz). The function (1) can be
evaluated by determining the average Þ- values and the
average air flow coefficient of the gross enclosure area, i.e.
the a. values. These ø. values result solely from the action
of natural forces such as stack and wind effects (without a
ventilation system). On the other hand, the à- and a.
values may be determined through permissible indoor
climate Parameters2,lo'1 l.

The thermal transmittance varies between 0.3 W/m2K
and 0.4 W/m2K (for walls) and as low as 2.0 W/m2K (for,
windows). The A- value is a function of these values and of
the external wall areas.

The building components must be tight, and the greater
part of the air supply restricted to the windows. The coeffi-
cient of air flow for typically sized windows in Polish
housing varies between 1.5 and 1.8 m3/mh at a pressure
difference of 1 daPa. From the viewpoint of the thermal
environmenL, the air velocity in the vicinity of windows of
dimensions 0.3-0.4 m cannot be higher than about 0.1 m/s,
i.e., the velocity characteristic of the convective flux of
man's bodyr2. In practice, these values depend on the
pressure difference acting across the building's structure
and its location in the terrain. Therefore, the ø values are
derived from thermal buoyancy and wind driving.

The total air change rate in buildings as a whole is 0.5/h.
This minimum ventilation rate depends both on tightening
the building envelope and the type of ventilation system.

Energy consumption and the limitation of heat reduction
are imporbant considerations in determining these three
groups of factors and their interconnections. Section 3
presents a simple method to connect these factors.

3 Proposed method for choice of ventilation system

The design of ventilation systems for dwelling houses
embraces not only the power source (fans) and construction
detail of air ducts, but also the airtightness of the building
structure. None of these factors, however, takes into account
the main point which is the quality of ventilation-but good
ventilation cannot be obtained without tight structure. We
propose to answer many questions, including the following:
(a) What types of ventilation system should be applied to
dif ferent dwelling-houses?

(b) Where is the limit in tightening the building envelope?

(c) How can the correlation between airtightness, air change
rates and thermal performance be determined?

These questions a¡e relevant for all countries seeking to
reduce energy consumption in the building sector. Current
data for the analysis of these problems are results of the
early measurements done in existing buildings, and result-
ing mathematical models; these dealt with air flow and heat
balance simulation.

The total heat demanded for a building as a whole can be
expressed as

ô{r¡: Q(csr)* Q(Nnr)+ Q(uv) (21

The terms on the right-hand side of equation (2) are givðn
by:

O{cur¡ : km Az aL

d(r'¡lr') : DVin coAt

O(rtrv) = n,Y cnat (3)

where Ð%n is the total air filtration (m3/h), ¿' is the air
change rate as a function of the power and construction of
the ventilation system (itr), cn is the specific heat capacity of
air (on average 0.36 Wh/m3K), I/ and A, are the building
volume and total area of building envelope respectively and
Âú is temperature difference (K).

The total air infiltration may be expressed by the formula

DVin = a^A,(Ap^1" (41

where a. is the average air flow coefficient of the gross
enclosure area (m3/¡¡2 h daPa", Ap- is the average pressure
difference (daPa), and the air flow coefficient cv is usually
near 0.7.

The average pressure difference may be calculated as a
mean from pressure differences on the various external
walls, weighted by area. 'Single-cell' models were used for
these calculations. The air flow calculations were verified
both by the air flow calculation from 'multicell'models and
the principal measurements on existing buildings.

On the basis of equations (2), (3) and (4) the heat losses
connected with the thermal protection of buildings may be
given by:

q(rp) = þ^l a^Ap^" cc (õ)

and the heat demand from natural and mechanical air
flows by

q(ncn) = (a^Ap^ * nu D-11 c, (6)

where the g values are heat losses per unit temperature
difference and D is the ratio of gros's enclosure area to the
building volume.

Equations (5) and (6) can be the basis for deciding the
limit of tightening, the type of ventilation system, and also
their connection with the average thermal insulation of the
gross enclosure area, On the basis of an analysis of indoor
climatic requirements, the heat losses connected with the
uncontrolled air flow Q{r.rnr¡ must be less than or equal to
25Vo of the conductive heat flowsrt. Simultaneously, the
botal ventilation rate must be about 0.5/h.

If the fraction of heat losses due to the uncontrolled air
flow through natural irlfiltration is reduced to 20Vo from the
sum of Q(cHr¡ and Q(n¡F) values, the average air flow
coefficient may be expressed by

ø^:0.1 å.(ap*)-" (7)

Fig. 5 illustrates equation (7) for typical Polish dwelling-
houses.

Buildings are divided according to the value of D, the
ratio of the gross enclosure area to total volume. The
average air flow coefficients are functions of aerodynamic
conditions, i.e. the pressure differences characteristic of
different buildings, thei¡ location in the terrain and the
thermal insulation of externa.l walls. The data shown on
Fig. 5 are representative for free-standing buildings (curves
2 and 3: Apß*) and buildings situated in towns (curves
1 and 2: ApH*). As shown, the a- values for apartment
blocks vary between 0.15 and 0.40 ms/m2h daPao? if å.
values conform to the New Polish Norm (curve 2). For real
å- values (curve 1: measurement results) this coefficient

15

where Ö(csp) is conductive heat loss, O(¡¡nr) is heat loss
connected with natural air flows from outside to inside, and
d(uv) is heat demand resulting from mechanical ventila-
tion.

The first and second terms of equation (2) a¡e decisive for
the thermal protection of buildings (they are attributable to
natural forces, the indoor-outdoor temperature difference
and wind pressure). The second and third terms of the
equation result both from natural and mechanical air flows.

VoI.7No.11986
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Equations (8) and (9) ements for
tighiening windows. For the the ratio po

(aiout 0.ã5-see Table 1) th t 2'3 ms/mh

dapao.?. The real d.o values the above-

mentioned ones by about 60%-1007o, but in this case the

total ventilation varies between 1'5/h and more than

AP : I daPal2'

change rate is the resulb both of nabural forces and of the
powei of mechanical ventilation. The total air change rate is
given by:

n(¿-)* n(¡r,tv) :t2.8t(L-úllk*Ð (10)

where n(ø-| is the air change rate only due to natural air
flows (expressed through the ¿- value), thermal buoyancy
and wind effects, ¿(tvlv) is the additional air change rate due
only to mechanical ventilation (controlled systems), and {'
is the ratio of the sum of the ventilation heat losses to the
total heat demand.
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0.8 0.6

- 
oir infittrotion

0

0
2

equals L.O-1.2 m3/m2h daPao ?. Curve 3 represents the opti'
mum comfort requirements'

These ø. values may be determined per m of the total
Iength of gaps in windows:

ao: c,mlro 4e so)-l (8)

where øo is the air flow coefficient (m3/mh at Ap : t^9"fq
;;- i.1h; ;";rage air flow coefficient from Fig' 5 (m3/m2h)

atAp-ldaPa,
,po is the ratio of window re area'

rio i. ttt" ratio of air leak total air
infiltration, and so is the of gaP in
wlndows to their areas (/m).

For the real buildings {curve 1):

¿o : 0.48 a^eo-r (9a)

For the rules of Polish Norms (curve 2):

ao : 0.36 ampo-r (9b)

In future buildings (for optimal comfort requiremenfs-
curve 3):

¿o : 0.30 a^eo-r

16

ve
mt nrmum

nt itotion rote
0.5 hr-1

(9c)
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The additional air change rate is a function of buildiag

with a ventilation system independent of weather condi-

bions and allowing of air flow regulabion. The use of ex-

haust-mechanical ventilation only improves the efficiency
of ventilation ducts: the supply of ouldoor air through gaps

in windows (and thus the heat demand) is uncontrolled'
Besides EMV, the supply-exhausl mechanical sysLem
(sEMV) may be installed' These syslems can be combined
wibh heat recovery from the exhaust air' Table 2 shows

some results of calculations for average winter conditions
(0'C, 5 m/s). The table shows lhal the reducbion of ventila'
tion heat losses can be reduced bv 459o (sH) or even 707o

(MH-with waste heate recoverYl.

iminating excessive air
may be limited lo about
he thermal Proteclion of

buildings.
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4 Application

choice of ventilation sYstemsrs,

n(vvt = / l¡l

4.1 Nøtural uentilation Nv

This svsùem can be recommended if the building volume is
lower ihan 1200 m3 and the ratio D is higher than 0'6/m'
The average air flow coefficient varies between 0'6 and 0'8

m3/m2h daÞao ?. For a typical ratio of window area to gross

enclosure area in these buildings 9o : 0'10-0.15, the air
flow coefficient for windows is 1.8-2.5 m3/mh daPa0'?' The
fraction ry' is always less than 207o.

Fig. 6. Illustratíon of proposed ¡nethod for choosíng uentila-
tion systems for dwellings.

4.2 E xhaust-mechanical uentiLøtion EMV

These systems are recommended for building volumes
Iess than 6000 m3 where ratio D varies between 0.4 and
0. efficient"is about 0.6-0.6m3/m2
h 0'20 the air flow coefficient for
w 5 and 1.0 m3/mh daPao'?' The
total ventilation rate may be about 0.5/h (case A on Fig' 6)

or about 0.?/h (case B). In these cases ry' is about 20%.

Table 2. Results of calculations for the buildings described in Table I

I

É
o¡ystems

c

Y

fr,, (W/m2K) n(h-r)* Venbilation heat losses (MWh/yearlr
Building
bype (1) t2l EMV (3) EMVSIiM \¡ SEMV SEMV+WHR+

A

B

C

D

0.81

0.90

0,93

r.02

0.53

0.57

0.62

0.63

0.43

0.44

0.47

0.50

0.25

0.28

0.32

0.35

13.9

305.9

r 536.2

2952.8

15.0

67.3

328.2

t342.2

8.7

42.8

223.4

939.6

4.3

2r.4

l1 1.7

469.8

(1)Optimum for a medium energy price increase
(2)Optimum for a high energy price increase.
*These va.lues are fo. u" ã""iig"ã. no* coefficient of the gross enclosure area of about 0.5 mt/mh daPa' The power density of air

i"ülttutio" through lhese w-indows varies from 0'01 to 0'l rW/mr'
(3)From measurements
i Includes air infiltration
* Where heat recovery (wHtt) efficiency is about 507o
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These systems are recommended for high-rise buildings
when the D ratio is lower than 0.4/m'

{a) If a building's volume is lower bhan 10 000-12 000 m;r
and the raLio I) is higher bhan 0.20-0.25lm, the rabio ry'

varies between 209o and 30Vo. On the basis of recent econ-
omic considera[ions. a decrease in this fraclion can be to]er-
ated, provided air can be regulated in bhe supply and
exhausù ventilabion ducts. The c. values vary between 0.3
and 0.4 mr/m2h daPa07 and the ø0 values for windows are
about 0.35 m3/mh daPaoT

(b) For high buildings (D < 0.2/m) supply exhaust mechani-
cal ventilation with waste heat recovery (spuv + wHR) is
recommended. The average air flow coefficienb must be
0.1-0.2 m3/m2 h daPao 7 (these coefficients for windows and
po : 0.40 are similar to the quoted values). These values are
minimal in terms of bhe dimensional tolerances of windows
fitted in Polish dwellings.

These recommendations are also indicaüors for determin-
ing the mebhod of heat consumption reduction. Correcb
solutions of the building's envelope and lhe iype of venti-
lation reduce the heaü consumption by I\Vo-20Vo (in build-
ings with natural ventilaiion-not more than three or four
storeys) or even 40Vo-50Vo in apartment blocks.

5 Conclusion

Air flow and airtightness are important not only in
determining and defining the thermal environment in
dwelling-houses, but also for energy consumption. From
analysis of many experiments in existing buildings we have
elaborated a simple method for reducing ventilabive heat
losses. This simplificatlcn is valuable both from an energy
conservation point, and in achieving healthy and comfort-
able indoor living condibions. Ib assists in defining bhe limit
of bightening the building structure and in choosing bhe
best type of ventilation.
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